Pushchair for Wheelchair Users: The Need
As a manual wheelchair user trying to push
my chair and transport my children has been a
challenge!
I have had to master pushing my wheelchair
with one hand whilst pushing a pushchair
with the other. I can only manage this on very
smooth flat level surfaces, so cannot often take
my little one out independently.
It is also exhausting and requires a lot of core
strength! This often means I can’t go out without
my husband or PA which is very restrictive and
means we spend a lot more time at home.
During lockdown I couldn’t get out
for walks as my husband was working and I
couldn’t manage to push my son’s pushchair
along the cambered and uneven pavements
outside. We had to stay in and just look at the
lovely sunny weather out of the window.
I scoured the market when I first became a
parent for any wheelchair attachable seat or
pushchair, but found nothing except items that
people had made as part of a research project
that were not commercially available.

Having a wheelchair attachable buggy would
allow me independence to take my son out. It
would open up the world again to allow me
to go off with my son with confidence. A good
wheelchair attachable buggy would be life
changing for me and allow me and my son some
freedom.
It seems like the world doesn’t expect disabled
people to be parents and have the same
needs as other parents do. It makes me feel
like society does not think someone with a
disability can be a parent. Our needs are just not
thought about and not seen as profitable so not
important.
It would allow me to take my son out for a walk,
which is the simplest thing most parents do with
their babies. It would allow me the freedom
to go out independently with my son without
worrying whether I will manage.
I’m so grateful that Designability have taken
the time and effort to try and solve this problem
and help the many disabled parents out there
enjoy taking their little ones out, something
most parents just take for granted.
Lynn, Wiltshire
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